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Chapter Communication Program of the Year Evaluation Form/Cover Sheet 

   Signature:   

Please include a digital photograph of group or chapter logo with this submittal 

   (see attached for chapter logo and photographs) 

================================DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE===============================  

Reviewer’s Name:      Review Date:  

Reviewer Instructions:  Chapters may use a variety of methods to communicate with peers and the public, such as white 
papers, internet, email, social media, newsletters and brochures, other electronic or printed media, and more.  Review 
the responses and examples provided by the nominator and think about both the quantity and the quality of communica-
tion opportunities explored by this chapter.   

For each of the eight required aspects of minimum content, indicate a score of 0-5 for quantity where “0” means this 
aspect was not addressed at all and a “5” means this aspect was communicated in a comprehensive and ex-
traordinary way across numerous modes of communication.   Also for each of the eight aspects, indicate a score of 
0-5 for quality where “0” means this aspect was not addressed at all and a “5” means the content is rich, robust

and varied, full of interest and excitement.

A final line item, “Other”, is provided for evaluation of communications that chapters have identified beyond the eight 
minimum aspects – evaluate and score to describe any unique, original means of communication they may have utilized.  

Chapter President/Nominator Chapter Information

Name/CHMM #:

t Gateway Society of Hazardous 
Materials Managers (GSHMM)     

Address: s 

Phone:

Email:
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Aspects of Communication: 

Quantity and Quality 

Please indicate your 
two 0-5 scores like 

this:  x / x 

  Quantity / Quality 

1. Calendar of events for chapter and/or AHMP events and programs 

/ 

2. Contact information for all chapter officers, directors, and committee chairs and 

AHMP Executive Director and President (may be by web link) / 

3. Chapter and AHMP membership information 

/ 

4. Chapter bylaws 

/ 

5. Chapter and AHMP event and professional development program announce-

ments and information / 

6. News, information, articles, announcements, etc., pertinent to hazardous mate-

rials professionals 
/ 

7. Promotion of chapter and AHMP elections 

/ 

8. Promotion of the AHMP, AHMP website, and AHMP products and events 

/ 

OTHER (optional): 

  

  

/ 

10. TOTAL SCORE                   Quantity + Quality (90 maximum) 
  

 

 Does this nominee meet the minimum requirements for this award?   YES / NO 
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2.  Contact information for all chapter officers, directors, and committee chairs and AHMP Executive Director 
and President (may be by web link) 

All GSHMM officers and directors have an assigned chapter email address (such as president@gshmm.org) and these email 
addresses can be easily found from the “Contact Us” link on the website home page.     

  
             
     
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In GSHMM’s monthly newsletter, as 
shown in the example here from Au-
gust 2016, we list contact infor-
mation for all chapter officers, direc-
tors, AHMP/IHMM national offices 
and executive directors. 

 

In 2017, the email contact  
for the AHMP President 
(president@ahmpnet.org) was added 
to this list and will be included in  
future newsletters. 

 
 

 

 

Links to the IHMM and AHMP websites are also found on GSHMM’s home page, 
and contact information for AHMP officers and leadership can be found there. 
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6.  News, information, articles, announcements etc. pertinent to hazardous materials professionals 

Information of this type is distributed primarily by use of monthly newsletters.    

Each monthly newsletter contains several pages of regulatory updates and information provided by U.S. EPA, OSHA, Mis-
souri DNR, Illinois EPA, or other environmental, safety, or trade associations.   Here are just a few examples: 
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Other Information: 

GSHMM is well known and recognized within AHMP for its successful marketing and membership recruitment process.  As a result 
of our efforts, GSHMM has consistently maintained a membership near 100.  

However, unlike most other chapters of AHMP, GSHMM is very unique in that it attracts a broad cross-section of members from 
the environmental and safety fields.    As a result of our broad recruitment efforts and monthly speaker topics, nearly half of our 
members are non-certified (not CHMMs).   This allows GSHMM the opportunity to continually bring in new members and promote 
the CHMM credential throughout the HSES community. 

GSHMM supports and provides instructors for an EHMM course each year through St. Louis University, and our chapter has histori-
cally provided scholarships for 3-4 regulatory agency employees to take the course each year at no cost.   This year, that program 
was expanded to include all paid members of GSHMM. 

This provides significant visibility for the CHMM credential, for GSHMM, and for AHMP throughout the regulatory community as 
well.   As a result of this program, we have gained new active members from the Missouri DNR, the Illinois EPA, and other local 
regulatory authorities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of GSHMM’s Board members also supports the capstone course for the Environmental and Occupational Health 
program at St. Louis University, and volunteers to teach a section of the course on Environmental Auditing once each 
year.   By working closely with the faculty of this and other universities, GSHMM members achieve additional visibility 
for the HSES profession and the CHMM credential. 
 

 
GSHMM’s members are not simply professional acquaintances - we are a family.   By working together for many years, a number of 
us have established close and lasting friendships that extend beyond our professional boundaries.   We celebrate each other’s vic-
tories and grieve each other’s losses.   For this reason, our newsletters include appropriate personal information. 
 
 






